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T0 all whom it may concern.' 
Be it known that I, Cosmo Famenne, a 

citizen of Great Britain residing at Ruther 
ford, in the county »of Èergen and State of 
New Jersey, have invented certain new and 
useful Improvements in Tables for Coding, 
Decoding, and Checking Communications, 
of which the following is a specification. 
The invention relates to a cipher-book 

comprising one or more tables for use in 
coding, decoding, and checking com-muni 
cations, the term “book” being used herein 
in its broad significance to apply to a single 
sheet as well as to a group of sheets, and to 
the latter whether they are bound or loose. 
While the invention may be used in con 

nection with all transcribed communications, 
it is particularly advantageous in connection 
with cable codes; and in the further c011 
sideration thereof its use in connection with 
cable codes will be described, for with that 
understanding of the invention its use in 
connection with other communications will 
be readily comprehended. I have selected 
two well- own systems of codes as a means 
of illustrating the use of my invention With 
out, however, intending in any way to be 
limited thereby; one, in which groups of let 
ters are used to indicate a messa e or a part 
of a message, and the other in w ich groups 
of numerals are used for this purpose. In 
theV latter system it is common practice in 
code books to have equivalent letter desi-g 
nations for the numerical message cipher 1n 
order that, if desired, the numerals Vcan be 
readily translated into letters. lMy inven 
tion' contemplates that'when the numeral 
system is employed this translation shall bez 
made so that the resultant code message will'l 
be transmitted by letters rather than 
numerals. y ‘ 

The present practice of the cable com 
panics is to permit a ten-letter combination' 
to be sent for a unit word price, provided 
the' combination constitutes a wordwhich fis v 
pronounceable by syllable. l One dilïiculty' 
with the present system is that the ̀ letters 
comprising the combination,` whether they` 
are originally used or are the _result of a 
translation from numerals, have’no natural 
connection between them >te assist lin> the 
proper translation whether pronouneeable 

by syllable or not. As a result, mistakes 
commonly occur, `both in the letters them 
selves and in the order thereof. There is 
a great desirability therefore, for a means 
by which ten-letter combinations can be 
made into self-checking pronounceable 
words, and such is one of the objects of my 
invention. 
Furthermore, if a cablegram has been er 

roneously transmitted under the present 
practice, it is necessary to cable back to the 
sending station that there has been an error 
in coding or in transmission and to recable 
the message correctly. This delay and the 
expense incident to correcting the errors are 
very objectionable; and a Vfurther object of 
my invention is the production of means to 
aid in correcting an erroneous message, with 
out the necessity of recabling the message 
corrected. 

In order that the invention may be the 
more readily understood, a brief outline of 
the common practice of coding and decoding 
messages is now given. In the letter 
method, a common practice is to make use of 
a combination of five letters as a code sym 
bol to designate the' message desired to be 
sont, or a part thereof, and to have each 
of said ñve- etter groups, to which arbitrary 
meanings have been assigned, vary from the 
others by two letters. This latter is referred 
to as a two-letter variation. When a mes 
sage is Áto be transmitted, it is reduced to 
these live letter oups, and if two consecu 
tive groups can e combined into a ten-let- ‘ 
ter group which is pronounceable by syllable, 
this is 'done as above indicated.‘ If not a 
unit word charge is made for eachfive-letter 
group. For example, it maybe desired t0 
send the followin cablegram, “Send power,_ 
drawing and specification for Greece-_send 
forms of power for assignment ofpatent 4in 
Austria”. `The‘fìrst part of this :message in 
a certain code may have been,A 'ven-«the 'arbi 
trary letter-'combination abbo , and thesec’-i 
0nd part',>` 'theA >letter combination debdm. f 
The combination ' »of these,r 4‘abbc'cld~ebttm, is obviously unprono‘unceable by 'syliainfle'v and 
must be sent as two words. - ‘ '_ " 'l 

supposing, however, hat the last lette-ref 
the iii-st ‘grouglii“d”, be rreplaced by a vom-ll?,y ' 
as, ler exaxnp e i, and the lasst Eetteset'the" 
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l by, ¿for exemple, the 
vowel ¿tlhïréilult eff‘sucli ßïlbntltdltiohlis 
the combination abbcídeôdu, a pronounce 
able word which can be sent for the unit 
wortl‘prîc'e. Hrw, the‘ietters‘ïu can also 
serve as a'?'h‘e‘ek ón t'he message‘so‘thtft its 
correctness can be ascertained, and if `at the 
seme time the substitution of these letters 
for the fifth and' tenth letters of the un ro 
ncimeeabie combination 'dees nur, ‘meer re 
with the proper decoding--v‘tlgereo-L-aJ consid 
erable advance has been made in the art by 
theftmtramidsicn of nies'sa'gcs by code, fand 
such -Mlvence lis öne‘bf’the things »whfieh ‘is 

second fgroup, “on”, 

‘accomplished by »my invention. 
~Goneideriug nowl thenumcrcl- code method, 

assume-that it» is' desired »to *send the ïfollow 
infg'mescege: “Please epp'lyïfor an extension 
ofi-»táme-vnoj model liesÍ come to hend’?. The 

20~Íirst lpurt of this message in e certain Vnu 

25 

36: 

mera -cdde «may 'ha-ve 'been ¿given ‘the »erbi 
tmny »numeral -eónibinletion 98ï34, »and » the 
second part "the l numerall combination 04617. 
In-lthe particular .code considered,-itA may be 
-fcund-that the fìfrst'cf‘these groups of-nu 
merels «is «equivftl‘eñt to `the lctter `.group 
abe'gm/,mid Athe -seccnd-numerahgroup, tothe 
letter-_ \ pm. These-combihe-toform 
the cca?bimtion-'mbégmkoptlm- obviously an 
‘unìîivnounecable ' cembinetion, which »must 
be'nsentms ̀-t‘Wo ffwe'riìs. 'Hf hoWeveI'-,\ the-:last 
letter, “m”, of the ñrst groupJ be replaced-by, 
force \ the «ïvowclvßa,~end lthe Álastflettln‘ 
mit,” »of >= e »Sedond'sgroup by, «for >exem 
ple, ’the ~'vfo’wel u, »tlfe resultant combina 
tion #is œòegaköpdu, eípronounceablecom 
bi‘nat-ion, which ‘ca-n «besent Ifor the «mit 
word.; price. It is 'also commonupmctìeein 
the numeral cipher codes-«to thetlwo 
letter variation i-n t'the equivalent lleí-,ter 
groups so thatfmy inventiencamïbeapplied 
thereto 'as --in the cese-@buie lletter»càìlzrl‘ier 
cedes. 
Assume « now the *first of ̀'the illustrwtive 

code messege ciphers, ‘€œbbet'debde”, has 
been’reeeived 'e'sffor example, abdez'eöëbdu: 
asî’will  ‘be hilly ‘explained À«below , l“thie-ferrer 
cimftíe-fct web 4#byf'frrìc-ítm‘is-'ef 
checking »f syœem. ï-Havimgg» discovered fthás 

55. 

eqnimentsìfonmlfl »er thmpossiiále‘greups of 

two lettere eaohfend thebookîis .divided-into 
ta‘lilesifdr fondly iu’se. Infone (ff the tdbles 
are assembled in groups of two, all of the 
letters which are used in transmitting the 
_message ‘itself- yin -unüth'er ‘table “are “assem 
*bled ‘in two-futter groups »um letters which 
are intended either to be substituted for 
certain of the'letters of the i'uessege cipher 
«r1-oups or to be added thereto, thc groups 
lieing‘gîvcn series of numerical equivalents: 
endin-tllev-thirdtebleure |assembled in two 
lcttcr groups the letters und numerical 
equiv nlents of the' table - first. referred to ' but 
in e different manner. This table is pri 
meriiy *intended-towel in detecting the er~ 
roßsof-»a wronglytmin'smitted message, end 
is  e- conveniente lthough not l necessary sup 
plement'to Athe fllrstïmentioned table, 

flîofaid inthel’lnderstanding of my inven 
tion I have illustrated .in the 'drawings 
which iforme pent ofthis application 'e'x 
eu’iples- of suidltelsles, but/I do not wish to 
be understood-to' beflirnìted to theprecise ta~ 
bles illustrated, es'ether tables, combina 
tions,-'e.nd numerical equivalents embodying 
my iuvent-ionfmey be devised by those skilled 
inthe art. 1nt`l1ese drawings 
Figures lend: 2 illustreitee. table in 'which 

all-.ofthe letters ofthe -elphubetere com 
bimed .-«elfphebet-ioally in «all» of  the possible 
two-letter~ combinations l thereof, each colm 
biha'tion- bei .given-:an »arbitery numerical 
equivalent dliäering > from that of »any-other 
combination. V:These figures illustrate the 
table which is intendediprimerijiy for ruse in 
connection »With'the let-ters of-a- csblegram 
designating ther-message itself; 

3,4,"5, ~6,mnd ’7l illustrate el table in 
which» certain -of theuletters‘ of the alphabet 
arelaT-L’ eddnfûur columns> of two~letter 
groups, with eseries oferbitrery numerical 
equivalents .-fassigned ‘to t‘he  corresponding 
gröups- ef; 'earch cUlu-nm,‘tl1e numerals being 
arranged --in «eol'lmms «in numerical »border 
dcwfn'äthe ‘mimos »Ian «these ífigures the 
letter bolumns were Irepented to permit ‘of 
illustnaticm‘Ãherei-n. ITl?istafble ’is prifmafriíly 
forense? for #substieutìng'feertún lletters of the 
clubic «message cipher agrowps, «ier ~ ter eddi 
tioh fthéretq-ito: render'fthbm pronounccafble 
etíêlz-scl‘ñ-cheokihg. ' 

' 8 illustrates @e tafble i»ifn Ywil-lich I the 
two-letter groups of Figs. l and 2 _(ihavi‘ng 
the- :seme l »numerical equivalents «as ‘in :œfari‘d 
águilas) -hmeermnged--Iin- columns endwlimcs 

th the numerical] “equivalents indicated 
piírtiy .ebd-Ve- 'nmld i the mide' of  ‘the 
colin-müs. » The list'ùflnume‘í‘afls-‘afbovewthe 
columns q-»ifldiouhes îithe = thousands end »bu-n1 
dreds values of theîfgiidwps‘in‘ïthe columns 
beneath, 'and thisv numerels-«etitheiside Ío?tlfie 
columns indicate the'ftens‘endmnits l‘uilslucs 
oiibhe‘. rourps- invthenllnes 'md5' ement` thereto. 
'miese , es'àlluetí'afte'e tableiwlnich ásfán~ 
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tended primarily to aid in detecting the 
errors o a wrongly transmitted message. 
In the table of Figs. 1 and 2 the two 

letter groups are arranged alphabetically 
according to their first letters, and the sec 
ond letters of the groups are arranged al 
phabetically with each .letter of the alpha 
et; and for convenience in use each series 

thus formed is separated from the others 
by spaces. Thus in the first series so spaced 
ofl' there occurs, down the columns, ac, ab, 
tw, aal, and so on to and including ce; in the 
second series of groups there occurs 5a, b5, 
bc, bd; and so on to the end of the series. 
Each two-letter group has been given a 

numerical equivalent and although there is 
no single two-letter group which has a 
numerical equivalent as high as 1000, the 
equivalents are conveniently expressed in 
four figures; thus aac has the numerical 
equivalent 495 expressed as 0495; ab, the 
numerical equivalent 87 expressed at 0087; 
hy', the numerical equivalent 1 expressed as 
0001; az, the numerical equivalent 0 ex 
pressed as 0000. 
In the tables of Figs. 3 to 7 inclusive 

there are four columns of two-letter groups 
arranged with four roups in each line. In 
the first column eac group is made up of 
two consonants; in the second column, of 
two vowels, (considering y a vowel) ; in the 
third column, of a vowel followed by a con 
sonant; and in the fourth column, of a 
consonant followed by a vowel. The two 
letter groups in each of the columns are 
arranged alphabetically down the columns 
with the same general arrangement as al 
readyr described in connection with the table 
of Figs. 1 and 2. Thus, considering the 
íirst column, there occur the two-letter 
groups commencing with Z, the consonants 
combined therewith following in alphabeti 
cal order; for example, lb, Zo, Zal, etc. This 
is followed by the m groups, and the m 
groups by the roups, etc. For con 
venience, each o tlgiese letter columns are 
designated in some suitable way as by the 
legends, “COL 1”, “Col 2”, “001. 3”, 
“001. 4”. ’ 
The letter group columns are followed by 

a series of numerical group columns in 
which there are seventy-five different equiv 
alents assigned tothe two-letter groups of 
each line of letters. These numerical equiv 
alents start with 0 and advancefnumerically 
one by one down the columns until they 
have reached a sufficiently high figure for the 
purposes of my method, as shown, up to and 
including 2699. :For convenience in the use of 
the table, theequivalents are expressed in 
four digits however large the equivalent may» 
be, thus Z7), au, yl, and ky each have as one 
equivalent 0 (expressed as 0000) ; Z0, ce, m, 
ku, as one equivalent 1, (expressed as 00 1) ; 

pg, tu, or, fe, as one equivalent 16 (ex 
pressed as 0016); all of these equivalents 
being taken from the first column. As illus 
trating the other equivalents, which each 
of these groups has from the other fifty-nine 
columns, il), au, yá, Icy, each has the equiva 
lents 30 (expressed as 0036), 72 (expressed 
as 0072), 468 (expressed. as 0408), 900 (ex 
pressed as 0900), 1476, 1080, and 2664; Z0, 
ac, ym, lau, each has the equivalents 145 (ex 
pressed 0145), 433 (expressed as 0433), 
757 (expressed as 0757), 1369, 1909 and 
2593; pg, iu, or, fe, each has the equivalents 
268 (expressed as 0268), 844 (expressed as 
0844), and 2572. 
In thetable of Fig. 8, in which the two 

letter combinations have numerical equiva 
lents of the table of Figs. l and 2, the ar 
rangement is made with a view of working 
from the numerical equivalent to the letter 
group. Although the table is in two large 
columns, it is obvious that the second large 
column follows on from the 'bottom of the 
first column, and in the discussion thereof 
would be considered as one continuous large 
column. 

It has already been explained that none of 
these groups have equivalents in the thou 
sands and that the equivalents of all of the 
groups are expressed in four figures. 
Wlth this understanding, it will be seen 

that there are seven columns of `two-letter 
groups. In fthe first column occur all of 
the two-letter groups which have no equiva 
lents in hundreds; in the second column, all 
of the two-letter groups which have equiva 
lents in one-hundreds; in the third, all 
which have equivalents in the .two-hundreds; 
in the fourth, all which have equivalents 
in the three-hundreds; in the fifth, all which 
have equivalents in the four-hundreds; in 
the sixth, all which have equivalents in the 
five-hundreds; and in the seventh, all which 
have equivalents in the six-hundreds. These 
values are indicated above the columns re 
spectively as follows: 00, 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 
and 06. Thus for example the first two nu. 
merals of the four-numeral equivalents of 
as are 00; of bm, 01; of bm, 02;]Lz, 04; an, 05. 
Reading the table across the columns, in 

the lirst line of two-letter groups occur all 
of the groups which have n-o numerical 
equivalents in tens or units; in the second 
line, all which have no numerical equivalents 
in tens, but the unit equivalent of which is 
1; in the third line, all which have no 
numerical equivalents in tens but the unit 
equivalent of which is 2, and so on down 
the column up to and including 99. Thus, 
for example, the last two numerals of the 
four numeral equivalent of .ae is 00; of hy', 
01; of 5w, 11; he, 71; en, 99. \ 
If the thousands and hundreds values of. 

the repeated two-letter groups chosen for 
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illustration, be combined with the tens and 
unitsv values thereof, theffollowiug »four y*riu 
meral groups are obtained: 

az 0000, 
bm 0211, 
hz 0471, 
,en 0599. 

Referring now to the table of' Figs. 1 and 
2, it will be seen that these are the numerical 
equivalents there given. 
To make use ofthe table of Fig. 8 in going 

from numerical groups to letters, the ‘line of 
figures is referred to4 for the thousands and 
hundredsl and the columns of figuiresfor tens 
and units. Assume' for yillustrati on Ithat is 
desired to find the two-.letter roup equiv,  
lent of the numeral 0336. Re crring to the 
line of figures at 'the top of the columns, it 
is seen that the letter group will occur in 
the fourth column: referring „to the column 
of figures at the side of the letter groups 
the numeral 3G is located. The two-letter 
group desired will therefore lic found in 
the fourth column in the line opposite 36 
and is om. On reference to the table of Rigs. 
1 and 2, it is «seen that the equivalent of ox 
there found »is 0336. 
For convenience in the use of Ithis table, 

spaces are »made 'between the lines 10 ,and 
11, 20 and 21, 30 and 31,~and so on ‘by tens: 
this is obviously _p‘tional 'g Furthermore, it 
might be noted t at the seventh column is 
not as long as the preceding six columns, but 
stops with the two-lettergrou Us and fthe 
tens and Aunits values 75,.,_as t e values of 
the two-letter gro,Á s ofV Èigs. 1 and 2 .are 
then all accounted? or. 

The, method oi coding, decoding, and 
checkingr ca‘blegrams and the use oi >the ei 
phenbook proceeds along the following 
mes: 
Hauin coded themessage'for transmit 

tal rinto t e ordinaryinessage qipher‘ in ten“ 
letter combinations composed of two-groups 
of `five letters each,„whether.frorfnra letter 
code or from a ̀ numeral code translated into 
letters,` the, last letter o'f each _group , fform 
ing the ten-_letter combination is.-'struok out, 
,and the first Ifourììletters of. each o'fsaid 
groups are paired o «in ,the order found into 
two.- etter groups. dThe nl_uneral equiva 
lents of each of these two-letter< roups are 
then obtained from the table o'f ìgs. 1 and 
_2 or similar tables, and added, 

Next,A turn to the table of Fiäs. 3 to7 
inclusive, or asimilar table, and ocate the 
numeral group .which is found by making 
this addition. The letters to be supplied for 
those. struck out`> from-the, ten-letter combi 
nations will be .found in. the lineiinwliîch 
this numeralgrou is ’located> and ,mustîbe 
chosen Afrom the, _our tiro-"letterv 'oups .in 
that line. If 'the fourth letters lie two 

1,8%;.08 

Y groups. ?orming the ten ‘letter combination» 
are both voweis, the twofletter checking 
groups should be chosen from column 1; 
if lthe v'fourth letters of the two»letter 
groups forming *the ten letter combination 
are both consonants, the' two-letter checking` 
groups ‘should be chosenv from column 2; if 
the'fourth letter ot the first group is a con 
sonant and of the second group a vowel, the 
two-letter checking group should loe chosen 
from column .3; if the »fourth letter of the 
first group is avowel' and of the second 
group a consonant,y the two-letter checking 
group should be chosen from column 4. 

‘ H aving chosen th e two letter checking group, 
the first ot the two letters thereof is substi 

‘ tuted ‘for the‘ letter which Was struck >from 
» the end of the first messageoipher and the 
second oi” the two-letter checking’ -roup for 
the letter which was struck from tie end of 
the second ‘message cipher group, a ten» 
letter combination which is pronounceable 
aud self-checking 'thus boing formed. 
To illustrate, consider the first example 

given in the preamble, to wit,aböcd doodm, 
strike out the (l of the first five-letter group 
und ‘the m of the second five-le'ttergroup. 

' This leaves-abbo rleöd, or, divided in accord 
ance with the,above,ab‘ be de bd. The nu 
merical equivalents for; ‘these two combinar 
tions Vfound in the table of Figs. 1 and 2, 
added, are as " follows: 

o?) with the numerical equivalent 0.087 

l A(le Í( ‘C (C ‘C i d a cc ‘L u 0067 

`Making a total of 0880 

Turning now to the table of Figs. 3 to 
7 inclusive, this total, 0880, is found about 
halfiway ldov'vn the tenth numeral column of 
Fig. 4: and in 4’the two~lettergroup line com 
mencingI pg. 'The’lëourth‘ letter of each of 
the’two original message; cipher groups‘are 
‘both consonants .so that the two lietter 
checking .group to he made use .of insup 
plying the struck-out' letters is iu, and4 t' e 
messa e ì' her to be sent would therefore 
be abtëcz'èîâlidu. 
When a message cipher has been received,A 

it` may be ‘decodedfand checked in ‘the re 
verse ofthe order of coding and transmittal. 
Toso-e if 'it is correctly transmitted the fifth 
and tenth letters of the combination vare 
joined in the ̀ order of receipt in themessage 
cipher to lforni what is supposed to be the 
original twoe‘lëtter checkin „group The re 
mainin letters are roupe in twos, 4in the 
orderA o receipt inK t e message cipher and 
their numerical equivalents from the table 
of'Figs. 1 aud2, er a similar ,table and 
added. “The sum is located in the tables 'of 
Figs. >3 to'? inclus-ive, or a similar table, and 
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the two-letter checking groups, of which the, 
sum is the equivalent, referred to. If the 
checking grou made up from the message 
cipher receive(> , as just stated, is there found, 
the checking sho-ws that the cablegram was 
correctly transmitted, and the further de 
coding is then proceeded with in the ordi 
nary manner except that the fifth letter of 
each of the live-letter groups is not found in 
the message cipher: but as in the systems of 
codes assumed for illustration, there is 
.always a two letter variation: this does not 
affect the decoding, which can readily be 
done from the first four letters of each five 
letter roup. 

Obviously in the systems of codes where 
the four-letter groups are employed, either 
originally or as numerical equivalents, the 
two-letter variation is not necessary and the 
same general procedure above outlined 
would be employed, except that instead of 
replacing letters, the two-letter check group 
would simply be added, the first letter there 
of at the end of the first four-letter group, 
aud the second at the end of the second four 
letter group. 
Assuming, however, that in the cipher 

message desired to be sent there is an uneven 
number of groups so that there is an odd 
group of five or four letters, depending on 
the code system employed. The invention 
is applicable to that condition as can readJ 
ily be understood; for instead of there 
being four two-letter groups for addition to 
ascertain the checking total, there are butV 
two two-letter groups, and the last letter of 
an odd five-letter group is replaced by the 
checking two-letter group, or the last named 
group is added to an odd fourfletter group 
1n accordance with the cipher system em 
ployed. 
Thus, as an illustration, assume that the 

entire message desired to be sent is expressed 
by the message cipher ribbed. Proceeding in 
the same manner as before, the numerical 
equivalents of the first four letters of the> 
group are found in the table of Figs. 1 and 
2 as follows: 

ab with the numerical equivalent 0087 

b c (C ‘G ‘t i“ Making a total of 0461 

Referring to the table of 3 to 7 in 
clusive, it 1s seen from Fig. 3 that 0461 
is in the line commencing with sk. Thev 
fourth letter of the abbcd group is a con 
sonant, and as there is no second cup, the 
two-letter checking group can e chosen 
from either column 2 or column 3, and the 
choice should be made in favor of the 
pronounceability of the resultant messa e 
cipher. In this case the choicewould ro  
ably be made in the third column an the 
message cipher combination would be’ abbces. 

Y j properï‘numerical equivalents, if t 

It is not deemed necessary to illustrate the 
rocedure Where the group is originali a, 
our-letter group. The resultant six-le ter 
message cip er combination in either case 
being‘pronounceable, obviously can be sent 
for the unit word price and is inherently 
self-checking as before described. 
Taking up now the question of an error 

occuring in the ci her Words in transmission 
or otherwise. e checking roceeds in 
precisely the Same manner out ined in re 
gard to the correct cipher message but it 
will be found that instead of the numerical 
>checking' equivalents of the cipher word 
correctly transmitted totaling to the Same 
sum as the numerical equivalents of the two 
letter checking group, there will be a dis 
cre ancy. Obviously the error may be 
eit er in the message cipher proper or in 
the checking group and the problem is thus 
twofold: to discover, first, where the error 
is, and second what the error is. 
The method of procedure can probably 

best be understood by first giving an illus 
tration. Assume the same exam le as Was 
referred to in the preamble hereo , z'. e., that 
_the message cipher abbcz'debdu had been re 
ceived as abdcädebdu, that is to say, that the 
third letter “b” had been received as “CL” 
The total of the message cipher proper 
equivalents ascertained from the table of 
Figs. 1 and 2 as before, is obtained thus 

ab with the numeri cal equivalent 0087 
da . “ i( ‘4 ‘C 

de c: u ¿t c: 0352 
bd c: u u c: 0067 

, .__-___. 

Making a total of 0773 
Turning to the table of Figs. 3 to 7 in 

clusive, it 1s found that the two-letter check» 
ing group received, tu, does not have this 
numerical equivalent, but that the checking 
Vgroup with >this numerical equivalent is 
either plc ¿y os or fa. 
thereforewrong. , _ 

Assume that the error was in the meœage 
cipher proper and that the checking group 
¿u isícorrect. The _closest ¿u value to 0773 
is :0772. The total of the message cipher 

at is` the 
particular value of ¿u intended, is 1_'in ex 
cess ,ofmthe correct value. The numerical 
equivalent of one of the two-letter groups of 
the message cipher proper is probably, 
under` that assumed value of z'u,`0001 too 
high, andthis 0001 should be subtracted 
from each of the groups Asuccessively (or 
until ,the errorl‘is found) to ascertain if the 
resultant two-¿letter groupfhavin A the recti 
yfied numerical equivalent is‘lik y‘to be the 
one in which th'e error occured. Thus,`the 
correct numerical equivalent ,of the .first 
two-.letter gronpímay haveììbeen 0086.A A„Re 
lferring to theftable of Fig. A.8 to ¿ascertain 

The cipher received is 
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il? wien the »errer-'corrected on i this assump 
tidn, the’ decoded message ie‘e likely one to 
be received it is fair to‘essume ‘thatthe 
error has heen discovered and corrected. 
This is found to be the case in the particular 
exemple ‘cited 
The general rule,` therefore, when the 

checkin _ show‘s that; e message cipher is in 
correct, is to ‘filet endeavor to decode the 
message cipher proper' vto see if the' decoded 
message is one likely to’be received. If the 
error‘is ‘in 'the message ‘cipher :pt-oper; this 
would ‘be shown et once hy' the decoding: 
either" the` decoding 'will be found to be 
impossible, or the decoded messa. e Will 
níeketno‘sense, or will be one not'li ely to 
be"re`ceived. When any of these are true, 
it isé` fäir to assume that the check letter 
group'is coivrect. Then take various numeri 
cál equivalents of the check letter group 
from Áthe-’table ofV Figs. 3 to 7 inclusive or 
u isimilar table and add or subtract, es the 
case ‘may he, the diiïerence between these 
individuel numerical Iequivztlc'ifits and the 
sum' of‘tho equivalents ofthe twodetter . 
groups in the message cipher ‘pI-oper, to the 
numerical equivalents'of‘eech rof the two 
lettei' groups of 'the message'cipher 'proper 
(or i until* the error 'has been discovered): 
eecertìíin from-tlie‘táble of Fig; 8 or’aïsimi 
lar vtdble'lthe two-letter vGfroup 'of `which this 
sunr’or di?'erence' ‘is' te equivalent; and 
continue with the‘pro‘cese until’ a twodetter 
grou' ‘lilas ‘been "dieco‘veredg -for whiieh'lthe 
tw‘èr-I 'ett'ef’ guet-1p of- Í‘the ‘ ‘erroneous message" 

isäeotkbly‘thefsebsteete. Rewrieeend de co e the' meesa'ge‘fo?P-thìe assumption.' If 
the résultent idel‘soded" message is'one “likely 
to 'be‘ reëeived it V¿is? faìrïto assume thät the 
errer hes' been discovered. There isawpossi‘ 
bility that the process will result in d1scov~ 
erìng'mol-‘e than one twoelether groupwhich 
miglitï‘helveibeeu seiit'in Jche erroneous ̀ mes 
sage ‘cipher received. l In such :.1 case the 
sense' of' they meesegwendother elemente 
later te’ be* die‘cussed will' enable' ythe ‘ receiver 
te determine -wihiéh‘of ‘theitwollebter Igroups 
is the correct one. 
le @e the' @eher heed, the Ifirst decoding 

o fthe message results in one which Wa§f=115 
l' ely to be received, it is fair to assume 
thßtthe QH’QF‘WQS in“ the checking group, 
1n such a cese, take the sum of the numerical 
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are adopted and made use of, the parties 
employing them usually do so in particular 
matters or lines of business and thatl when 
code messages are thus employed the re~ 
ceiver of the message can usually tell 
Whether the message is one which the sender 
would likely send: furthermore, codes are 
generally worked out so that an error 4would 
result in a cipher impossible of decoding or 
a decoded message which would not make 
sense. Consequently the sense of the mes 
sage is a factor upon which considerable 
dependence can be placed. In making use 
of the table of Fig. 8 or a simlar table and 
in endeavor-ing to ascertain what are the 
correct letters, in addition to the similarity 
of the letters, the pronounceability of the 
ten-letter group with the assumed corrected 
letters therein, and the question whether the 
second and fourth two-letter groups end 
with a vowel or a consonant and conse 
quently whether the checking group would 
be «chosen from the first, second, third or 
fourth columns of the table of Figs. 3 to 
7 inclusive, are matters of considerable as 
sistance, and »when taken in connection with 
the sense of the message result in the figur 
incr out of the correct message. 

ecause of the fact that the two-letter 
groups and the numerical equivalents in the 
tables of Figs. l and 2, and 8 are identical, _ 
either of these tables (probably the table 
of Fig. 8) might be dispensed with, without 
departing from the spirit of my invention, 
but dispensing with either one of these 
tables is not advised because of the resultant 
great inconvenience. 
The foregoing detailed description has 

been given for clearness of understanding, 
and no undue limitation should be deduced 
therefrom, but the appended claims should 
be construed as broadly as permissible in 
view of the prior art. 
What I claim as new and desire to secure 

by Letters Patent off the United States is: 
l. As a new and improved article of 

manufacture, a cipher~book comprisin a 
suitable number of pages containlng ta les 
for use in coding, decoding and checking 
communications, one of said tables oom 
prising in suitable arrangement groups of 
letters with arbitrary numerical equivalents 
for use in the coding and decodin of the 
communications, and the other of said tables 
comprising in suitable arrangement groups 
of letters With numerical equivalents for 
use in connection with the letters of the 
message cipher for the purpose of check 
ing the coded communications, substan 
tially as described. 

2. As a new and improved article of 
manufacture, a cipher-book comprisin a 
suitable number of pages containin ta les 
for use in coding, decoding and ciecking 
communications, one of said tables compris 

ing in ïsuital'ile 'arrangement groups of let 
ters, each group having arbitrary numerical 
equivaients for use in the coding and decod 
ing of the communications, and the other 
ot said tables comprising in suitable ar 
rangement groups of letters, each group 
having a series of numerical equivalents for 
use in connection with the letters of the 
cipher message for the purpose of checking 
the coded communications, to the end that 
pronounceable self-checking cipher com 
munications may be produced, substantially 
:is described. 

3. As a new and improved article of 
manufacture, a cipher-book comprisiiw' a 
suitable number of ages containing tables 
for use in coding, Idecoding and cl'iecking 
communications, one of said tables com 
prising in suitable arrangement two-letter 
groups, each group having an arbitrary nu 
merical equivalent for use in the coding and 
decoding of the connnunications, and the 
other of said tables comprising in suitable 
arrangement twodetter groups, cach group 
having a series of numerical equivalents for 
use in connection with the letters of tlie 
cipher message for Jthe purpose of check 
ing the coded comn'iunications to the end 
that pronounceable selfchecking cipher 
combinations may be produced substantially 
as described. 

fi. As a new and improved article of 
manufacture, a ci her-book comprising a 
suitable number oi pages containing tables 
'lor use in coding, decoding and checking 
communications, one of said tables compris 
ing in alphabetical arrangement two-letter 
groups, each group having an arbitrary 
numerical equivalent for use in the coding 
and decoding of communications, and the 
other of said tables comprising in alpha 
betical arrangement two-letter groups, each 
group having a series of numerical equiva 
lents Íor use in connection With the letters 
of the cipher message for the purpose of 
checking the coded communications, to the 
end thatpronounceable self-checking cipher 
communications may be produced, substan 
tially as described. 

5. 'As a new and improved article of 
manufacture, a ci her-book comprising a 
suitable number oiP pages containin tables 
for use in coding, decoding and c ecking 
communications, one of said tables compris 
ing in alphabetical arrangement two-letter 
groups, each group having an arbitrary nu 
merical equivalent for use in the coding and 
decodin of the communications, and the 
other o said tables comprising two-letter 
groups arranged in four parallel columns, 
the groups proceeding alphabetically down 
the columns, the corresponding groups in 
each column havin a series of numerical 
equivalents, the sai groups bein for use 
in connection with the letters of t e cipher 
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25 

30 

xovasagc for the purpose of checking the 
coded communications, to the endr that pro 
nounccabic soif-checking cipher connuunica~ 
tions may bo produced, substantialiy as dc 
:~‘(~rii‘>cd. ` 

G. As a new and‘ improved article of 
manufacture, a; cipher-book cornprisiur a 
.suitable nulnbcr oi pages containjr ‘ ta los 
For use in coding, decoding and ìibicck-ing 
connunnications, one of said' tables compris 
ing; in aiphabetiical arrangement in columns` 
two-letter groupe, each group having. an 
arl'iitrary numerical equivalent, the said 
groups being for usey in the coding and dc 
coding of communications; one of said 
tables comprising two-letter groupe4 ar 
ranged in four parailbi’ columns, the groups 
proceeding alphabetically down the columns, 
the corresponding groups in ouch column 
havingl a seriez»I of numerical'equivalents, thc 
said groups being' for use in connection with 
tho icfi'ors4 of ihr cipher nleesagc for the pnl-» 
pose of’ ciu-»cking the codcdf connnuniea 
rions; und ’the othcr of Huid tabics conlpiis? 
ing the tivod'ettcr groups and the ninneri 
mi c<|ui\«'aicní1s oí' t'hc Íìrct named liable :1r? 
ranged in numerical order; to the end that 
ln'onounceable Self-checking cipher coin 
munications may be, produced and if the 
same contain errors, that the said errors may 
bc corrected. substantially as described. 

7. As a new and ini-proved article oi' mann 

‘fact ire, a cipher-book compr-isili a, suitable 
nun», er oil? pagos containing. tab 'es for use 
in coding', decodl'ii‘igland’ checking com‘muni 
cations, one of said tables comprising in 
alphabetical arrangement inV columns t‘wo 
letter groups, cach' group having an arbi 
tlf‘ary numerical c uiwaient, the Said? groul‘is 
being for use in 1e coding and dfecoding 
ol" connuunlczugions; one of'said tables com 
prising two-leiter roups arranged in four 
arall'el columns, ' ic groups proceeding al 

phabetically down the columns, the corre 
Spontini@ groups in‘yeach coi‘unm‘ having a 
series o numerical' equivalents, ifhe said 
‘roups eing Afor use in' connection with 

âge letterscf the cïlf-pher message for’th‘e pur~ 
pose olf'checlrirw t 1"?. coded' communications; 
and' theJ ot'iie,> Said> tables comprising in a 
phnaIîny of columns the (info-letter groups 
und' the' nlnneljicuil> equivalents of Liie ?irsti 
named lfa‘blc arranged in nlnncri‘cai order, 
tjiw numerica] equivalent of cach group hl» 
ing o_‘qn‘esscril partly above the colfnl‘nns: of f 
groups and‘ partly attihc l@idc i‘fhereof, to thc 
vnd that”, pronounceai‘iic Scifi-checking cipher 
connnunicatiom may be produced and if 
the carne contain errors @hat the said errors 
ma f be‘ corrected, eubsijantial’lylas described. 

i ign'ed lat‘ New Yorii, in thev county of 
New" ori; an‘d‘Sßate‘of New York, this 11th 
day ofûct., 1916. 

cos-Mo FARQ'UHAR. 

figé çent‘s eagì‘i, Tay ad‘dì‘esqi‘?g‘ the> “Commissioner off Patents, 
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